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processes in the oceans. We posit that future
studies will elucidate the relative importance of
biotic (viral infection as in this study) and abiotic
[phosphorus limitation (17)] stress conditions, in
shaping community structure of marine microbes,
through the detection of different classes of stress-
specific lipids.

Although the origin of PCD in unicellular
organisms is still unclear, its functional conserva-
tion among phylogenetically diverse phytoplankton
lineages suggests key evolutionary and ecological
drivers in aquatic environments (29). The retention
and expression of a nearly complete, virus-based
sphingolipid biosynthetic pathway, along with its
requirement for viral replication and regulation of
the host cell fate, now underscores the pivotal
role of a chemical-based, coevolutionary “arms
race” in mediating host-virus interactions.
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Genome Sequence, Comparative
Analysis, and Population Genetics
of the Domestic Horse
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We report a high-quality draft sequence of the genome of the horse (Equus caballus). The genome
is relatively repetitive but has little segmental duplication. Chromosomes appear to have
undergone few historical rearrangements: 53% of equine chromosomes show conserved synteny to
a single human chromosome. Equine chromosome 11 is shown to have an evolutionary new
centromere devoid of centromeric satellite DNA, suggesting that centromeric function may arise
before satellite repeat accumulation. Linkage disequilibrium, showing the influences of early
domestication of large herds of female horses, is intermediate in length between dog and human,
and there is long-range haplotype sharing among breeds.

Asone of the earliest domesticated species,
the horse, Equus caballus, has played an
important role in human exploration of

novel territories. Belonging to the order perisso-
dactyla (i.e., odd-toed animals with hooves), the
genus Equus radiated into 8 or 9 species around
three million years ago (1). Members of the fam-
ily equidae exhibit diverged karyotypes (2) and
variable centromeric positioning (1). With over
90 hereditary conditions, which may serve as mod-
els for human disorders (3, 4) (such as infertility,

inflammatory diseases, and muscle disorders),
the horse has much to offer as a model species.

DNA from a single mare of the Thoroughbred
breed was sequenced to 6.8× coverage [supporting
online material (SOM) text], resulting in a high-
quality draft assembly (designated EquCab2.0)
with a 112-kb N50 contig size (SOM) and a 46-
MbN50 scaffold size (tables S1 andS2), and>95%
of the sequence anchored to the 64 (2N) equine
chromosomes. The 2.5- to 2.7-Gb genome size is
somewhat larger than the dog genome (2.5 Gb)

and smaller than the human and bovine genomes
(2.9 Gb) (5–7). Segmental duplications (8) make
up <1% of the equine genome, and most are
intrachromosomal duplications such as are seen
in many other mammalian genomes (SOM). Re-
petitive sequences, many equine-specific, make
up 46% of the genome assembly (SOM). The
predominant repeat classes include long inter-
spersed nuclear elements, dominated by L1 and
L2 types (tables S3 and S4) (19% of bases), and
short interspersed nuclear elements, including the
recent ERE1 and ERE2 and the ancestral main
immunogenic regions (7% of bases). Compari-
son of horse and human chromosomes reveals
strong conserved synteny between these species
(fig. S1). Indeed, 17 horse chromosomes (53%)
comprise material from a single human chromo-
some (in the dog, it is 29%).

One unexpected feature of the horse genome
landscape was the identification of an evolution-
ary new centromere (ENC) on chromosome 11
(ECA11), captured in an immature state. Several
ENCs have been generated in the genus Equus
by centromere repositioning (a shift of centro-
meric position without chromosome rearrange-
ment) (1). Mammalian centromeres are typically
complex structures characterized by the presence
of satellite tandem repeats. ENCs are believed to
form initially by unknownmechanisms in repeat-
free regions and then progressively acquire ex-
tended arrays of satellite tandem repeats that may
contribute to functional stability (9). The centro-
mere of ECA11 resides in a large region of con-
served synteny in many mammals, where the
horse is the only species with a centromere
present, strongly suggesting that this centromere
is evolutionarily new. The ECA11 centromere is
the only horse centromere lacking any hybrid-
ization signal in fluorescence in situ hybridization
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experiments probing with the two major horse
satellite sequences (fig. S2A, table S8, and SOM
text), as if it had not had enough time to acquire
satellite DNA. We cytogenetically localized the pri-
mary constriction (fig. S2B), then preciselymapped,
at the sequence level, the centromeric function
using chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)–on–
chip experiments (fig. S5). In this region, we found
only five sequence gaps [none >200 base pairs
(bp)], no protein coding sequences, normal levels
of noncoding conserved elements, and typical
levels of interspersed repetitive sequences, but no
satellite tandem repeated sequences (Fig. 1A).We
also found no evidence of accumulation of L1
transposons (10) or KERV-1 elements (11), which
were previously hypothesized to influence ENC
formation. We propose that the ECA11 centromere
was formed very recently during the evolution of
the horse lineage, and, in spite of being functional
and stable in all horses, has not yet acquired the
marks typical of mammalian centromeres.

The equine gene set is similar to those of other
eutherian mammals and has a predicted 20,322
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Fig. 1. Major findings of the genome analysis. (A) Analysis of the primary
centromeric constriction of ECA11: 26,000,000 to 30,000,000 bases. ChIP-
on-chip analysis with antibodies against centromeric proteins (CENP-A and
CENP-C) shows two regions (136 and 99 kb) bound by kinetochore proteins.
There are no uncaptured and few captured gaps, a normal fraction of bases in
repeat sequences, no satellite tandem repeats, no protein-coding sequences
present nearby, and normal levels of noncoding conserved elements (29

eutherians). (B) Horse LD is intermediate between human and dog. (C) Horses
exhibit more long-range across-breed haplotype sharing than dogs. Haplo-
types have the same color across breeds. Haplotypes in <5% of all indi-
viduals are light gray, and haplotypes in >5% of all individuals but a single
breed are dark gray. Data show LD regions on ECA18 (first 100 kb) and dog
chromosome 12 (first 100 kb), which are representative. Full data are in
table S11.
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protein-coding genes (ENSEMBL build 52.2b),
of which 16,617, 17,106, and 17,106 have evi-
denced orthology to human, mouse, and dog, re-
spectively. The remainder is composed of projected
protein-coding genes, novel protein-coding genes,
and pseudogenes. One-to-one orthologs with the
human account for 15,027 horse gene predictions
(SOM). Transcriptome analysis of eight equine sam-
ples confirmed the expression of 87% of the 18,039
nonoverlapping genes predicted by ENSEMBL
and 88% of the 169,073 predicted exons. Gene
family analysis shows paralogous expansion in
horses as compared to both human and bovine
(SOM) for several interesting families, such as
keratin genes related to the condition of pachy-
onychia (nail bed thickening) in humans (12),
perhaps affecting hoof formation; and opsin genes
for photoreception, possibly advantageous for
visual perception of predators (table S9).

The history of horse domestication, which has
important implications for trait mapping strategies,
differs in important ways from that of the domestic
dog but is perhaps similar to that of the cow. Horses
do not appear to have undergone a tight domesti-
cation bottleneck, and the presence of many matri-
lines in domestic horse history has been postulated
(13). Screening the horse Y chromosome revealed
a limited number of patrilines, consistent with a
strong sex bias in the domestication process (14).

We first generated a single-nucleotide polymor-
phism (SNP)map ofmore than onemillionmarkers
at an average density of one SNP per 2 kb by lightly
sequencing seven horses from different breeds and
by mining the assembly for SNPs (table S10).

We characterized the haplotype structure
within and across breeds by genotyping 1,007
SNPs from 10 regions of the genome (SOM) in
12 populations, including 11 breed sets (each
with 24 representatives), and 1 set of individual
representatives from 24 other breeds and equids.
98% of SNPs were validated, with an average
of 69% being polymorphic in alternate breeds
(SOM). Like the bovine (15), within-breed link-
age disequilibrium (LD) is moderate, dropping to
twice the background levels (r2) at 100 to 150 kb
(Fig. 1B). The majority of breeds showed similar
LD (SOM and fig. S7), and major haplotypes
were frequently shared among diverse popula-
tions (Fig. 1C). Based on the length of LD in the
horse, the number of haplotypes within haplo-
type blocks, and the polymorphism rate, power
calculations suggest that ~100,000 SNPs are suf-
ficient for association mapping within all breeds
as well as across breeds (SOM and fig. S8).

Phylogenetic relationships among breeds were
inconsistent across resequenced regions (fig. S9),
which is most likely a consequence of the close
relationships of horse breeds worldwide. We were
unable to phylogenetically separate E. przewalskii
from the domesticated horses, despite its dif-
ferent karyotype (2N = 66 versus 2N = 64 for
the domesticated horse), which is in agreement
with recent findings (16), whereas the donkey
(E. africanus) is clearly a distinct taxon (fig. S9,
table S14, and SOM text). This suggests that

either intermixing of E. przewalskii and E. caballus
occurred after subspecies separation or that E.
przewalskii is recently derived from E. caballus.

We demonstrated the utility of the equine ge-
nome sequence and a SNP map by applying these
resources to mutation detection for the Leopard
Complex (LP) spotting locus (SOM). LP (Appa-
loosa spotting) is defined by patterns of white oc-
curring with or without pigmented spots (fig. S10).
Homozygosity confers a phenotype associated with
congenital stationary night blindness in the Appa-
loosa breed (17). Fine mapping of a 2-Mb region
followed by regional sequence capture and sequenc-
ing (300 kb) found no indications of associated copy
number variants or insertions or deletions but found
42 associated SNPs. Of these, 21 reside within an
associated haplotype near a candidate genemela-
statin 1 (TRPM1), which is expressed in the eye
and melanocytes (18). Two conserved SNPs may
be good candidates for the causal mutation.

Our analysis of the first high-quality draft se-
quence of a horse (E. caballus) distinguishes
E. caballus from earlier eutherian genomes by its
large synteny with humans and the identification
of a centromere repositioning event that may pro-
vide an effective model to study epigenetic factors
responsible for centromere function. Our results
demonstrate that horse population history has
led to across-breed haplotype sharing, increasing
the feasibility of across-breed mapping. Mapping
projects in the horse are likely to accelerate in the
coming years and will identify mutations in genes
related to morphology, immunology, and metab-
olism, which may benefit human health.
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MafB/c-Maf Deficiency Enables
Self-Renewal of Differentiated
Functional Macrophages
Athar Aziz,1,2,3* Erinn Soucie,1,2,3* Sandrine Sarrazin,1,2,3 Michael H. Sieweke1,2,3†

In metazoan organisms, terminal differentiation is generally tightly linked to cell cycle exit, whereas the
undifferentiated state of pluripotent stem cells is associated with unlimited self-renewal. Here, we report
that combined deficiency for the transcription factors MafB and c-Maf enables extended expansion of
mature monocytes and macrophages in culture without loss of differentiated phenotype and function.
Upon transplantation, the expanded cells are nontumorigenic and contribute to functional macrophage
populations in vivo. Small hairpin RNA inactivation shows that continuous proliferation of MafB/c-Maf
deficient macrophages requires concomitant up-regulation of two pluripotent stem cell–inducing factors,
KLF4 and c-Myc. Our results indicate that MafB/c-MafB deficiency renders self-renewal compatible with
terminal differentiation. It thus appears possible to amplify functional differentiated cells without
malignant transformation or stem cell intermediates.

The nonproliferative state of terminally dif-
ferentiated cells is assured by robust, often
redundant mechanisms (1, 2), and in rare

exceptions where fully mature cells can re-enter
the cycle, proliferation remains transient and/or

involves de-differentiation (3). It remains un-
known what renders differentiated cells refractory
to the same mitogen signals that stimulate the
proliferation of their direct precursors. For exam-
ple, the proliferative response of myelomonocytic
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